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transmigrate, or are, according to the law of attraction and
repulsion which controls universal selection, drawn into the
kamic elements of animals and men of inferior type.  " A
drunken priest becomes a worm, a stealer of corn a rat "
means that the elements which had served as the basis
for passions in a man pass after his death into the
bodies of animals possessing similar passions.
But a man, it is argued, may be born as an animal
to suffer for the horrible crimes of his past life. Those who
argue in this way forget that there is very little suffering
in a mere animal body. Thus suppose that he is born as
a tiger. That tiger, according to his nature, would prey
-upon weaker animals and would lead a life of comparative
ease up to his death, probably even dying painlessly by
being shot in the end. But if the same soul were compelled
to be reborn as a man, would he not suffer more for his
sins of past life if, for example, he had to lose all his
patrimony and remain unemployed, and then to see his
child die of slow starvation before his very eyes, his wife
thereby committing suicide and he himself turning a maniac ?
A divine spark constituting the soul by individual-
isation must find an adequate expression of its divine
nature, and having once risen from the animal stage to that
of man it would be as impossible for a human spirit to
dwell in an animal body as it would be for a gallon to be
contained in a pint measure.
Still when an ego, a human soul, by vicious
appetites forms a strong link of attachment to a particular
type of animal, the astral body of such a person, after the
soul has left the physical body, may assume a form
resembling that of the animal which represented his
passions on earth, and the soul may thus be embodied in
that animal vesture. Either at this stage or when he is

